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§ 1. Introduction and notation.
In this paper we study involutive automorphisms of reduced root systems
using the following notations and definitions (patterned after those in [3], [5] ).
Let 4 be a reduced root system spanning a finite-dimensional Euclidean space
E with Weyl group invariant inner product ( . I . ). Let H be a fundamental
system of 4. We endow the space E with a partial ordering >_ with respect to
H: for a, j3 in E a>_j3 if a-j3 is a linear combination of roots in H with
integral non-negative coefficients. Since the Weyl group IV of 4 acts simply
transitively on the set of fundamental systems of 4, there exists a unique element
wi in W such that wn(11)=-II.
The automorphism opn defined by opn :=-wn
is called the opposition involution of 4 with respect to H.
Now let Q be an involutive automorphism of 4 ; denote its linearization to a
transformation of E by c too. We renorm the space E in such a way that 6
extends to a congruence of E. We can decompose E into a direct sum of
subspaces Eo:_ {aEEI as=-a}
and E := {aEEI as=a}.
Let - : E~aHaEE
be the canonical projection of E onto E with respect to E0. We define 40 :_
4nEo, HU :=Hn4o, d := {a a E 4\4~} and 17:= {pIp E H\H0} ; 4 is called the
system of restricted roots. The set 4 : _ {cbE d I ~b is not of the form c j with
E d, c ER, c > 1} is the system of reduced restricted roots. In general neither

N

N

N

N

4 nor 4 is a root system.
We call H a-fundamental if a p > 0 for each root p in 1I \H0. Throughout
this paper we will assume H to be a a-fundamental system of 4 and call the
corresponding partial ordering of E a a-ordering. In § 2 we state some basic
properties of a-fundamental systems and we will also give a diagrammatic
description of the action of the involutive automorphism a on 4 by introduction
of a so-called Satake diagram of a with respect to a a-fundamental system H.
We define W Q:= {wE W Iw a = a ow}, w :=the restriction of an element w in
WQ to E and W :_ {wIWE WQ}. Schattschneider [6] studied the action of a
general automorphism group G on the root system of a semisimple algebraic
group and determined under which conditions 4 is a root system with Weyl
group W. In § 3 we will give easier proofs of these results in our less general
context of C= {1, a}. In § 4 we show that the property of 4 being a root
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system with Weyl group W is equivalent to the simple transitive action of W
on the set of U-fundamental systems of 4. This solves a problem posed by
Hirai [4].
We call a Satake diagram admissible if it belongs to an involutive automorphism of 4 such that 4 is a root system with Weyl group W. In § 5 we
classify all admissible Satake diagrams.
We remark that most admissible Satake
diagrams arise from so-called a-normal root systems and determine which
admissible Satake diagrams belong to u-normal root systems.
Our method of
determining the Satake diagrams that belong to a-normal root systems leads to
a modification of Araki's method of classifying real simple Lie algebras [1] :
instead of explicit construction
of all real simple Lie algebras characterizing
Satake diagrams out of the diagrams of restricted rank 1, we can use the results
for restricted rank 1 merely to check if a Satake diagram belonging to a
a-normal root system characterizes a real simple Lie algebra. This last step in
the classification problem is easy and left to the reader.
In general a Satake diagram of an involutive automorphism a with respect
to a a-fundamental
system H depends on the choice of H. In § 6 we show
that the Satake diagram does not depend on the choice of its a-fundamental
system if the system 4 of reduced restricted roots is a root system (not necessarily with Weyl group W). Furthermore it is proved that if 4 is a root system,

N

N

then

N

N

in almost

all cases

W is the

Weyl

group

of 4 ; o-•

is the

prototype

of

a Satake diagram for which W is not the Weyl group of 4.
The author wishes to thank Professor H, de Vries who carefully read the
manuscript and gave helpful comments.

§ 2. a-fundamental

systems and Satake diagrams.

In this section we will describe some properties of a-fundamental systems
and introduce Satake diagrams. Proofs are omitted as the reader can easily
convince himself of the correctness of the results or find complete proofs in [5].
PROPOSITION
2.1. The following conditions are equivalent :
(i) H is a-fundamental.
(ii)
aEE\E0 and a>0, then as>0.
(iii) 1 a, EE\E0 and a, i3>0, then a+/3 tEo.
(iv)
a, ~ E\E0, a- j9E Eo, a>0 and ~3is a linear combination of roots in
H with integral coefficients, all >_Oor all <_0, then /3>0.
Define l :=dim E, l :=dim E, to:=H0, I :=21-F-10-l and 12:=l-l---1.
PROPOSITION
2.2. In a suitable numbering of the a-fundamental system H
the involutive automorphism a acts as follows :
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a'Pj=-Pj

for j=1, 2, ... , l0 : H0= {p1, p2, ... , p~0},

ap;-p;modZH0

for j=10-}-1,

a'P~=P~+i2mod ZH0

for j=1,+1+1,

, loll,
•.. , 10-E-1,

ap;- p;-l2 mod Z170 for j=10-{-1-}-1, ,1.
PROPOSITION
2.3. 11 is a basis of E and each element in 4 is a linear combination of elements in 11 with integral coefficients, all >_Oor all <_O.
PROPOSITION
2.4. Let 17,17' be a-fundamental systems of 4. Then 17=11'
if H0=H and H=H'.
PROPOSITION
2.5. 40 is a root system with fundamental system 170.
Let W0 be the Weyl group of the root system 40 and consider W0 as a
subgroup of the Weyl group W of 4. Number the u-fundamental system 17 of
4 as indicated in Proposition 2.2. In the sequel w0 instead of wn0 denotes the
unique element in W0 such that w0H0=-H0. Define a :=w0°U; then aEAut(17),
a2=1, a leaves 110 invariant and the action of a on 17\110 is given by
app=P~

for j=10+1, ... , lo+li,

aP~=Pf+12 for j=10-{-11-1-1,
...
app=P~-l2 for j=l0±1+1,

, 1.

We define the Satake diagram of a with respect to the u-fundamental system 17
as the triple (17, 110, a). It is pictured as the Dynkin diagram of 17 (using white
circles for the vertices) in which vertices that represent roots in 110 are coloured
black and the action of a on 17\170 is marked by arrows, i. e. if p, p' c H\H0 and
ap=p',

then the action of a is indicated by arrows oo

(cf. [5], [8] ). We

call two Satake diagrams (H, H0i a) and (H', H, a') isomorphic if there exists
a map c : H-~H' satisfying the following conditions :
(i) ~bis an isomorphism between the Dynkin diagrams of 17 and 17'.
(ii) c5H0=170.
(iii) ~5°a = a °~b.
This is equivalent to the existence of an isomorphism ~5 from H to H' such that
°6=U'°~5 .
§ 3. The restriction

W of the Weyl group.

Schattschneider [6] studied the action of a general automorphism group
G on the root system 4 of a semisimple algebraic group. In the Euclidean space
E spanned by the roots she defines the subspaces E0 :_ {a E cEG as=0} and
E :_ {a E E I as=a
N

roots

and the system

for all a in G}. The definitions
4 of reduced

restricted

roots

of the system 4 of restricted
are

the

same

as given

in the
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first section. A total ordering >_ of E is called an E0-adapted ordering if a, 3
E E\E0 and a, j3>0 imply a+ j E0 (cf. Proposition 2.1, (iii)). The pair (E, E0)
is called admissible if for each E0-adapted ordering of E with corresponding
fundamental system 17 the restricted fundamental system fl is a basis of E
(note that u-fundamental systems according to our definition satisfy the latter
condition by Proposition 2.3). W is the group of restrictions to E of elements
in the Weyl group W of 4 that leave E invariant. For admissible pairs (E, E0)
N

,

Schattschneider
determines necessary and sufficient conditions for
to be a root
system with Weyl group W. We will give easier proofs of these results in our
less general context of G= {l, o}.
PROPOSITION 3.1. W=W/w0.
PROOF. In view of the first isomorphism theorem it is sufficient to show
that W 0 is the kernel of the sur jective homomorphic map ' : W, w H w E W.
Since (E IE0)= {0}, W0 acts trivially on E and hence W0 the kernel of the map
Now let w be an element in W such that u7=1.
Since w leaves each vector
in E invariant, w can be written as a product of reflections in roots orthogonal
to E (Bourbaki [3], ch. V, § 3, Proposition 1). So w can be written as a product
of reflections in roots in E0, i, e. w W0. Thus the kernel of the map " W0.
For r in ii we define IIr :_ {p H \H0 (p=r},
IIr :=II ru170 and 4r :=
4f(linear
span of LT). Let W r be the Weyl group of the root system 4,
understood as a subgroup of the Weyl group W of 4, and write wr instead
of wnr.
LEMMA 3.2.

The following conditions are equivalent for r in ii:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

W contains the reflection S; in the hyperplane orthogonal to r.
w7EWQ and wr=Sr.
The opposition involution opnr of 4r with respect to II r leaves H0 invariant.
PROOF. (i )=(ii) : let w be an element in W Q such that w =Sr.
Then w
leaves all vectors in Enrinvariant and consequently w can be written as a
product of reflections in roots orthogonal to Enrl.
(Enrl)1=E0+Rr
and
(EO+Rr)(14=4r.
Therefore
w EW7. Since wII0 and -H0 are fundamental
systems of the root system 40i there exists a unique element w' in W0 such that
w'w170=-H0.
Then w'wHy and -H7 are 6-fundamental systems of 4r satisfying (w'w1I r)0=(-177)0 and (w'wH r)=(-177).
By Proposition 2.4 w'wH r=-Hr,
whence w'w=wr.
In particular w7 W Q and wr=Sr.
The implication (ii)=(i )
is obvious.
(ii)=(iii) : if w7E W
then w1H0= -170 and therefore
H0 is
invariant under the action of the opposition involution opnr (= -w7).
(iii)=(ii) :
suppose that H0 is invariant under the action of the opposition involution opnr,
i, e, w7H0=-170.
We need to show that wr and Q commute or, equivalently,
that wr leaves E invariant.
Since 4r=4n[(Enrl)1],
wr leaves Enrl
invariant

N
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and therefore it suffices to prove the w7-invariance of Rr. Define E' :=linear
span of 4. and Eo := {a E E' is=-a} . We show that w7 leaves Eo invariant
for then Rr is w7-invariant too. We distinguish two cases : (a) #17r=1: Eo is
the linear span of 170 and so Eo is w7-invariant. (b) 11T=2, say Hr= {p, p'} :
then Eo=R(p-p')+the
linear span of Ilo. Since w7110=-17o and wr(p-p')
=±(p-p'),
Ea is wr-invariant .
We now come to the main theorem on the restriction W of the Weyl group.

N

N

N

THEOREM3.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
( i ) The opposition involution opn7 of 4r with respect to 177 leaves 170 invariant
for allrin17.
(ii) If c E 4, then S~ E W.
(iii) W is generated by {S7Ir 17}.
(iv)

4 is a root system in E with Weyl group W and fundamental system 17.
PROOF. We only prove the implication (ii)=(iii) for the rest of the proof is
merely a slight modification of Schattschneider's
proof of Theorem 2.6 in [6].

(ii)=(iii) : suppose S1 E W for all ~b in 4 ; then in particular S7E W for all r in II.
By Lemma 3.2 w7E WQ for all r in 17. Let WQbe the subgroup of WQ generated
by {w71r EH} U {SpIp E H0}. According to Proposition 3.1 it is sufficient to prove
W Q=W so what remains is the proof of the inclusion W0
Let w EWE;
by induction on the length 1(w) we show w E WQ (for properties of the length
function see Bourbaki [3], ch. IV, § 1). If l(w)>O, then there exists a root in
17 that is mapped by w into a negative root. We distinguish two cases : (a)
There exists an element p in H0 such that wp <0: define w1 :=S; ; then l(ww1)
=1(w)-1 <l(w). (b) There exists no root in H0 that is mapped by w into a
negative root : this implies that w77o==Ho. Let r be an element in 17 and p a
root in II r such that w p <0. First we show that w,5<0 for each root p in Hr;
for this we only have to consider the case #17r=2, say HT= {p, p'} and wp <0.
From w E WQ,w170= H0 and p' u 6 p mod Z170 follows that wp' = o (wp) mod Z170.
Since wp E 40i wp <0 and < is a Q-ordering of E, Q(wp) <0 and hence wp' <0.
So wEWQ, w170=170 and wp<0 for all p in Hr. Now define w1:=w0w7;
then w1EWQ, l(w1)>0, w1 leaves Hr invariant and l(ww1)<l(w) :
l(wwi)=#{aE4+~ wwia<0} =#{aE4+~47~ wwia<0} ~#{aE4r ~wwia<0}
=#{aE4+\4rl

ww1a<0} =#{aE4+~4rI wa<0}

=# {aE4+I wa<0} -#{aE4r

I wa<0} =l(w)-# {aE4; l wa<0} <1(w) .

In both cases (a) and (b) we have defined an element w1 in WQ such that
l(ww1)<l(w) and ww1EWQ. By induction ww1EW~ and so wEWQ.
If 4 is a root system with Weyl group W, the next problem is the determination of its type. Of course direct projection of all roots in 4\40 onto
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N

elements
of 4 and further
is one way of determining
N

method

§ 4.

is less

Hirai's

attractive

restriction

to the system

4 of reduced

restricted

roots

the type of root system 4, but this brute force
than the method described by Borel and Tits [2], ch. 6.

problem.

Hirai [4] has posed the question whether W,, acts simply transitively on the
set of u-fundamental
systems of 4. In general the answer will be negative,
but we will determine necessary and sufficient conditions for simple transitivity
of W
LEMMA 4.1. Let w be an element in W such that wE1 is a i-fundamental
system of 4. Then II is w-1Qw-fundamental and the Satake diagrams (w1I, (w[ I)0, a)
and (17, 110, w-1ow) are isomorphic.
PROOF. If p E 17 and (w-1uw) p -p, then aw p * -w p. Since wH is Qfundamental, o w p > 0 (with respect to the partial ordering corresponding to w77).
So (w-1aw)p>0
(with respect to the partial ordering corresponding to 17). Thus
H is w-1 rw-fundamental.
Clearly the Satake diagrams (wH, (w17)0, a) and
(II, 170, w-16w) are isomorphic by the map w-1 : w17-~H.
Consider a fixed 6-fundamental system H of 4. Define In : _ {a' E Aut (4) I
(a')2=1, 17 is a'-fundamental}
and L :_ {w-1aw 1w c W}. It follows from Lemma
4.1 that the set of Satake diagrams of a with respect to one or another afundamental system equals the set of Satake diagrams of involutions in E 1nKQ
with respect to the fixed a-fundamental system 17.
LEMMA 4.2. WQ acts simply transitively on the set of a-fundamental systems
if EjjflKa=
{a}.
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the simple transitive action of
the Weyl group W on the set of fundamental systems, Lemma 4.1 and the definitions of E11 and KQ.

LEMMA4.3. If XnfKQ= {a}, then 4 is a root system with Weyl group W.
PROOF. First we show that H is wr 1a wr-fundamental for all r in 11. Let
p E 17\H1. Then w1p = p mod Z171. As a consequence of the a-invariance of 4r
a wrp = a p mod ZII r, whence (wr 1a wr)p = a p mod ZHr ; a p linear span of Hr
and a p >0, so (wr 1awr)p >0. Now let p E II r. Then w7H1= rHr implies w1p
<0. Since 17 is a-fundamental, (awr)p<0 if wrpc40 and (awr)p>0 if wrpE40;
in the latter case awry=-wrp.
Thus (wr1awr)p>0 if wrp 40 and (wr1awr)p
=-p if wrpWe
conclude that (wr1awr)p>0 or (wr1awr)p=-p
for all p
in H and r in H. So H is wr lawr-fundamental for all r in H. If IgnKQ
_ {a}, then wr 1awr=a, i, e, w1E WQ for all r in H. Lemma 3.2 and Theorem
N

3.3 imply that 4 is a root system with Weyl group

W.

N
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LEMMA 4.4. If 4 is a root system with Weyl group W, then W, acts simply
transitively on the set of u-fundamental systems of 4.
PROOF. Let H, II' be u-fundamental systems of 4. 17 and 17' are fundamental mental
systems of the root system 4 and so there exists an element w in W
such that WH=I1'.
According to Proposition 3.1 w is determined up to a product with an element of W0. Let w' be the unique element in W 0 such that
w'(wH)0=170.
Then w'w is the unique element of W a such that (w'w17)0=H0
and (w'wl7)=17'.
Proposition 2.4 implies w'w17=1I'.
The following theorem, which is an immediate consequence of the preceding
lemmas, gives a solution to Hirai's problem :
THEOREM 4.4.

The following

conditions are equivalent:

(1)
(ii)

Xn(1KQ= {u}.
WQ acts simply transitively

(iii)

d is a root system with Weyl group

on the set of u-fundamental

systems of 4.

W.

PROPOSITION 4.5. I f 4 is a root system with Weyl group W and fundamental
system H, then the Satake diagram (H, H0i a) is up to isomorphism independent
of the choice of the u-fundamental system H.
PROOF. Let 17,17' be u-fundamental systems of 4. By Theorem 4.4 there
exists an element w in W a such that w17=17'.
The restriction of w to 17 gives
an isomorphism between the Satake diagrams (17, H0i a) and (17',170, a').
In section 6 we will extend the result of Proposition 4.5 and determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the Satake diagram (H, H0i Q) to be independent of the choice of H.

§ 5.

Admissible

Satake

diagrams.

We call the root system 4 u-irreducible if it cannot be decomposed into two
disjoint nonempty orthogonal u-invariant subsets.
In a classification of Satake
diagrams we may restrict ourselves to u-irreducible root systems.
We call a
Satake diagram admissible if it belongs to an involutive automorphism u of 4
N

N

such that 4 is a root system with Weyl group W or, equivalently, if it satisfies
condition (i) of Theorem 3.3. According to Proposition 4.5 the admissible Satake
diagram does not depend up to isomorphism on the choice of its u-fundamental
system. We will give a classification of u-irreducible admissible Satake diagrams.
The following proposition describes the situation in which 4 is a u-irreducible,
but not irreducible root system.
PROPOSITION
5.1. I f 4 is u-irreducible, but not irreducible, then 4 is a union
of irreducible root systems 41, 42 with 4142 and u(41)=42. 4 is a root system
isomorphic to 41 (and 42) with Weyl group W isomorphic to the Weyl group of
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41 (and 42).
The easy proof is omitted.
PROPOSITION 5.2. I f (H, H0, a) is an admissible Satake diagram, then the
opposition involution op11 of 4 with respect to 11 commutes with the involution 6.
PROOF. If 11 is u-fundamental, then -11 is o•-fundamental too. By Theorem
4.4 there exists an element w in WQ such that wH=-H.
However -w equals
the opposition involution opff and therefore opn and 6 commute.
We now state sufficient criteria to classify admissible Satake diagrams.
CRITERION 5.3. An admissible Satake diagram (11, H0, a) is invariant
the opposition involution opn.
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2.

under

CRITERION 5.4. Let (11, H0, a) be an admissible Satake diagram.
If H' is
a subset of H such that H0 c H' and the root system 4' spanned by H' is ainvariant, then the Satake diagram (11',110, (a Ia, )) is admissible.
PROOF. Condition (i) of Theorem 3.3 remains true for the restricted fundamental system 1I'.
CRITERION 5.5. By removal of a white circle and if possible its partner
an admissible Satake diagram a new admissible Satake diagram is constructed.
PROOF. This criterion follows from Criterion 5.4.

in

CRITERION 5.6. If a a-irreducible root system consists of two disjoint nonempty orthogonal root systems 41 and 42i then a is an isomorphism between the
root systems 41 and 42.
PROOF. This is a re-formulation of Proposition 5.1.
The following three criteria hold for any Satake diagram.
CRITERION 5.7.
subgraph

Suppose the Satake diagram (H, H0, a) contains the following
•
P1

with j a NU {O},- -- =
vertices in the graph.

If

•---------.
P2

s-~--o
Pj-1 Pi
Pj+1

or ==
and P1, P2,
p, are not joined to other
a p,+1= p;+1 mod ZII0, then j a {0, 1} and if a•p j+i

P j+i mod ZH0, then j =O.
PROOF. Let a•p j+1= p,+1+ xl pl+
±x j p j+a
with
a a linear
110\ {pl, P2,
, p,} and x k a NU {0} for all k in {1, 2, ..•, j }. From
2 (apkI
(
apj+1) -2
apk I apk)
for all k in {1, 2, •••, j-1}

and

(pkIpj+1) =0
(pk I pk)

span

of
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2 (a( p j I apj+1)- -2 (Pj IPj+1) - -1
apj iaPj)
(pj iPj)
we get the following system of linear equations : 2x1-x2=0, 2xk-xk-1-xk+1
=0 (k=2, 3, •••, j-1), 2xj-x;_1-1=1.
Its solution is xk=2k/(j+l)
for k=
1, 2, •••, j. So x1ENU{0} implies j=0 or j=1. Now let apj+l=p;+l+xlpl+
••
+ xj pj+a with a E linear span of Ho\ {p 1, p2, , p2}, p;+1E H\ ({pj+1}uH0) and
x kE NU {0} for all k in {1, 2, ••• , j }. Analogously to the former case we get
the following system of linear equations : 2x1-x2=0,
2xk-xk-l-xk+1=0
(k=2, 3, •••, j-1), 2xj-xj_1=1.
Its solution is xk=k/(j+1) for k=1, 2, • • , j.
So xl E NU {0} implies 1=0.
CRITERION5.8. Let p be a root in H such that ap=p mod ZHo. Define
H' :=HiuH2U
UII;~U {p} with H~, H i , H' the distinct irreducible components of H0 not orthogonal to p. If the only automorphism of H' leaving p
and all components H (k=1, 2, ••• , m) invariant is trivial, then the opposition
involution opnk of the root system dk corresponding to H is trivial for all k in
{1~2, ... ~ m}.
PROOF. For each index k in {1, 2, ••,
• m} w k instead of wnk denotes the
unique element in the Weyl group of root system dk such that wkHk=-Hk.
For all k in {1, 2, ..•, m} wlw2 wma transforms roots in {p}uHk into nonnegative linear combinations of elements in {p} uH and p is transformed into
p + (a non-negative linear combination of elements in Hi). This implies that
W1W2••• wma leaves {p}UI k invariant for all k in {1, 2, ..•, m} and (wlw2
wma)p= p. Since the only automorphism of H' leaving p and all components
Hk invariant is trivial w1w2
ma=1. Hence opnk=-wk=(w1W2
wma),dk
=lakfor all kin {1,2,•••,m}.
CRITERION5.9. The following graphs are no Satake diagrams :
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PROOF. It can easily be seen that there does not exist an involutive automorphism that has one of the above graphs as its Satake diagram.
The above criteria 5.3 up to 5.9 enable us to find all admissible Satake diagrams in a straightforward
manner.
This does not solve the existence problem
of Satake diagrams, but actually it is a not too difficult problem to find an involutive automorphism Q that suits a given diagram (H, Hp, Q). At the end of
this section in table I we present all irreducible admissible Satake diagrams
together with their involutions in case a * ± 1.
Most admissible Satake diagrams arise from so-called o -normal root systems.
A root system 4 with involutive automorphism a is called ci-normal if ox-a4
for each root a in 4. The following proposition, due to Araki [1], shows that
a Satake diagram corresponding
to a a-normal root system is admissible ; the
converse statement does not hold as can be seen in the counter-example •=-=o.
PROPOSITION 5.10.

If 4 is a-normal,

then 4 is a (possibly non-reduced) root

system with Weyl group W.
PROOF. See Araki [1], Proposition 2.1.
Now we present the results of the classification of irreducible admissible
Satake diagrams.
For each irreducible root system type we determine all admissible Satake diagrams (H, H0, a) and corresponding
involutions a. For each
Satake diagram we check if it belongs to a a-normal root system ; if 4 is anormal we determine the root system type of d by the method of Borel and Tits
N

[2], ch. 6, if not the root system type of d is determined.
In table I Q-fundamental systems are numbered according to the convention of Bourbaki [3],
planches I-IX ; we also use Bourbaki's description of root systems of classical
type in order to get simpler expressions for the involution a. For root systems
of type Al (l>_2), D1 (l>_4) and Es A denotes the following automorphism :
A1: p k E---> p 1+1-k
D1: pl-1 H
Es : pl ->
In table I B and

p1,
ps,

for k=1, 2, ..., l
pk H---->pk

p3 4--> p5,

for k=1, 2, ...
p2 I-> P2,

D denote the following expressions

l-2

P4 F--> P4 .
:

(1-k-2)/2
11 ('S~k+2j+l-E k+2j+2SEk+2j+1+sk+2j+2)

'

j=0

'
We adapt
follows

the

('SEk+2j+1-~k+2j+2S2k+2j+1+2k+2j+2)'

j=0

graphical

: portions

once and

(1-k-3)!2

representation

of the

are enclosed

graph
by

that

brackets

of a Satake
are

repeated

; by

giving

diagram
zero

the

of classical

or more

type

of the

type

times

are

root

system

as

drawn
and
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marking some vertices in the graph by their corresponding fundamental roots
we get a compact diagram that unambiguously describes the Satake diagram
(dotted lines possibly leading to pictorial misinterpretations
are not needed !). In
table I the trivial cases i=1 and Q=--1 are not included.
Table I : Irreducible

admissible Satake diagrams

(77, H0i o ) with Q* ± 1

(t-1)12

+

A(1-1)12

jlo Sp2j+1
112

II S2 1+2-) if l even
j=k+1

+

BC,,

(1+1)12

I A(

+

BC(1-1)/2

+

BC, 12

+

C(1+l)12

II S~j-E1+2-j) if l odd j
=k+1

~Sp

(1-2)12
11 Sp2j+1
.1=0

B,12

+

Bk

(1+1)12

{..9ifl-keven
DS,,

if i-k

odd

(k-2)12

( II
=0 Sp2+1)~ if l-k evenj j
Bk12
(k-2)12

+

B1-1

( II Sp2j+1)cDSp,
j=0
Spl

if l-k

odd

=
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(t-1)12

B(1-2)/2

II

p Sp2J'+1
~

(I-2)12

II S12j+1

0112

if i-k

even

Bk
~Sp,
I2
t-

if i-k

Sp21+1)

odd

if l-k

even

BCk,.2
(k-2)i2

ju

Sp9Jf1)

BI-1

Sp)

if i-k

odd

Sp)

(t-1)12

BC(I1)2

/2j+1
if l-k even

Bk

t ~~ if l-k odd
ck-2)t2

L

BCki2

II Sp2j+,)~
if l-k
even
j=U
(k-2)/2
IT Sp2 j+1)aD~4 if i-k
odd
j=U

Li

B1_2

T-

BCtI-2)!2

SpI-1spL

(1-4)/2

( II

j=u

Sp2~+1)SPI_1Sp1

(1-2)l2

BI12

j=u

Sp..
2~-I1

BI_1

t1-2)I•2

BC(I-lire

42

( ll

S~2.+1)

So2Sp1+p;;+eni+p~ p2 p.
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+

BC2

+

F4

+

BC>

+

F4

+

C3

SP2SP2+P3+2P4+P5SP2SP3

+

BC2

SPISPISP2+P3+2
P4+P1SP2SP3

-•1-

BC1

5123432

+

F4

SP5SP2+P3+2P4+P&SP2SP
a

+

.BC2

`~52345642'012343
2

+

BC1

MS2345
642

B2

SP3SP2+P3

BC1

SP1sP1+2P2+2P3SP3

A4

SP4SP2+2P3+p4sp2

+

vQSP1fPg+P4+P5f
P6SP3{P4+P5SP
4

v~sp3+P4+P5'P4

SP2SP5SPz

Al

sP2

Al

sP4

N
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§ 6.

The system 4 of reduced

restricted

roots.

In section 3 we have determined necessary and sufficient conditions for 4 to
be a root system with Weyl group W. Now we will weaken these conditions
and examine the situation in which 4 is merely a root system, not necessarily
with Weyl group W.

N

THEOREM6.1. 4 is a root system in E if each a-irreducible component of
the Satake diagram is admissible or isomorphic too
•.
PROOF. We consider the case that 4 is irreducible. First we look at the case
dim E =1. If the opposition involution opn of 4 with respect to 17 leaves 170
invariant, then by Theorem 3.3 4 is a root system in E with Weyl group W.
Since the opposition involution opn is nontrivial if 4 is a root system of type
Al (l2), D1 (l4, l odd) or E6, only for these types 4 might be a root system
without Weyl group W and in this case opfl must not leave 170 invariant. For
each of.these root system types we determine all non-admissible Satake diagrams
(H, H0, Q) with dim E =1. We use criteria 5.7 and 5.8 and number the Qfundamental system. 11 according to Bourbaki [3], planches L-IX. A1 (l2) : we
may assume that in the Satake diagram (H, II, Q) no arrows are present, for
otherwise 170 is opn-invariant (and hence (H, H0i Q) is admissible). Let p;
(j E {l, 2, ..., l}) be the root corresponding to the white circle in the Satake
diagram ; then Criterion 5.7 implies 1=2 and (j=1 or 2). So (H, H0i Q) is isomorphic too
•. D1 (i4, l odd) : in this case opn does not leave 170 invariant if no arrows are present in the Satake diagram and P1-1or P l is the white
circle. However by Criterion 5.8 for P=i-1
or p a no such Satake diagram
exists. E6: in this case opn does not leave 170 invariant if no arrows are
present in the Satake diagram and P2, P4 E 170. So the only possible non-admissible Satake diagrams consist of black circles and one white circle representing
a root p in {pi, Ps. Ps, P6}. Application of Criterion 5.8 for each possible root
p shows that no such Satake diagram exists. We conclude that in the case
dimE=1 the only non-admissible Satake diagram is isomorphic to o--•.
Now

N

we will consider the case dimE >1; we shall see that then 4 is not a root
system if the Satake diagram is not admissible. Let (17, H0, a) be a non-admissible
Satake diagram.
According to Theorem 3.3 there should exist an element r in
11 such that H0 is not left invariant by the opposition involution op nr of 4r
with respect to HT. Since J1=1, the first part of the proof shows that the
Satake diagram is of the form
---0

p1

P2
•---

with p"1=r and p1, p2 not joined to other black vertices.
Then arp1=p1+p2 and
therefore p 1= p 1+ (1/2) p 2. Since dimE > 1 and 4 is supposed to be irreducible, P 1

N

Involutive automorphisms
and/or

p2 are

joined to a white

circle.
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We distinguish

two cases : ( i ) pl is

joined to a white circle p3: then
2 (p
(pl Ip3) =2 (pl I p3) = 4.2 (pl Ip3)
1 Ipl)
(pl l pl)
3
(pl Ipl) ,

Since2_(p
l Ip3)~.{_1,-2, -3}, 2_(!ilps) {0,--1, -2, -3 . It followsthat
N

(PllP1)
d is not a root system in E.

(pl l oi)
}
(ii) P2 is joined to a white circle p3 : then

2 (PI)
(pl Ip3) _ 2 (Io1Ip8) = 2 2 (p2 l p3)
pl(p1
Ipl)
3
(p2 l p2)
Since 2_(P2
( Ips) E
--2, -3} and 2__(P21P3) _ _3 iff 4 is of type G 2 ('°1 Ip3)
p2 1p2)
{-1,
'
~
}
(P2 iP2)
2~ (p1ipY)
. {o, --1, -2, -3}.
It follows that 4 is not a root system in
We conclude
N

that in the case dimE > 1 each Satake
N

diagram with

root system ' 4 is in fact

N

admissible. So if 4 is a root system in E, then 4 has Weyl group W (and hence
the Satake diagram is admissible) or the Satake diagram is isomorphic to o-•.
The converse statement is obvious.
As Sugiura [7] already remarked, the Satake diagram (H, Hp, o) may
depend on the choice of the Q-fundamental system H, i. e. if H and H' are afundamental systems of root system ,4, the Satake diagrams (H, H0, Q) and
(H', Ho, Q') need not be isomorphic. We will show that a Satake diagram
(H, H0, Q) up to isomorphism does not depend on the choice of H if d is a
root system. We need the following lemma and criterion.

LEMMA
6.2. Let (H, H0,a) bea Satakediagramof theform - - -o
i- - with P2not joinedto any otherblackvertexand p2 the only black vertex joined
to pl. Then there exists a a-fundamentalsystemH' with Satake,diagram
(H', Ha, Q')constructed
from theoriginalSatakediagram(H, H0, o) byswitching
the coloursof the verticespl and p2.
PROOF.DefineH' :=(SP1+p2SP1)H.
Then H' is a a-fundamentalsystem
that has the right properties.
CRITERION
6.3. By removalof a whitecircleand if possibleits partner in
a Satakediagrama new Satakediagramis constructed.
We omit the proofof this obviousstatement.
THEOREM
6.4. 4 is a root systemiff the Satakediagram(H, H0, a) up to
isomorphism
doesnot dependon the choiceof H.
PROOF.We may restrict ourselvesto a a-irreduciblerootsystem4. Moreover Proposition5.1 permitsus to consideronly the casethat 4 is irreducible.
N

N

If 4 is a root system, then by Theorem 6.1 W is the Weyl group of 4 (and
hence the Satake diagram (H, H0, a) is admissible) or the Satake diagram
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(11, H0, a) is isomorphic too
•. If (H, H0, Q) is admissible, then by Proposition 4.5 the Satake diagram is independent of the choice of H. If (17,170, o)
is isomorphic too
•, then the reader can easily convince himself that (H, H0i Q)
does not depend on the choice of 17. Now we prove the converse statement :
if an irreducible Satake diagram (H, H0i Q) does not depend on the choice of 11,
then d is a root system. According to Theorem 6.1 we must prove that an
irreducible Satake diagram that does not depend on the choice of its c-fundamental
system is admissible or isomorphic too
•. If the root system d is not of
type A1 (l?2), D1 (l>_4) or E6, then Aut(o)=Weyl group W of d. In this case
the independence of the Satake diagram (H, H0i Q) on the choice of 17 is equivalent to the simple transitive action of W, on the set of Q-fundamental systems.
By Theorem 4.4 d is a root system with Weyl group W; so (11,170, d) is
admissible. What remains are the three cases of a root system d of type Al
(1>__2),Dc (l>_4) and E6. For each type we can use criteria 5.6 up to 5.9 and
6.3 as well as Lemma 6.2 to construct all Satake diagrams that do not depend
on the choice of the c-fundamental system ; the result of this straightforward
determination is a set of admissible Satake diagrams and a Satake diagram isomorphic too
•. Thus the proof of the theorem is completed.
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